Fantasy, the last Mastery by Gary Bate
Why are the elite going down the road of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)? It's
because what they really want to enhance is the enemy of every individual and that is fantasy
(minds out of control).
https://www.rt.com/news/537743-facebook-hire-eu-metaverse/
If you encourage a fantasy life with your tech, you successfully take people away from their Godgiven, natural evolution. The advance stages of this evolution is the mastery over one's fantasy life.
Watch your mind and see how easy it slides away into similar pathways you've been down before.
Fantasy is as close as your breath and that's why its mastery can only be achieved by an advanced
person – the level of self-awareness has to be super-conscious. I hope I'm helping you...
Last night I watched the first of William & Kate's 5 million investment into enterprises that their
panel had chosen. The one winner was a chappie in India who had invented a way of putting a stop
to the need of farmers setting fires in their fields. Of course there was no mention of the peat fires
on Windsor land here the UK! Not only do the Windsors burn the peat but their laws prevent other
estates from doing so. I'd say that makes William & Kate hypocrites.
On the same programme, we saw a clip of BOJO talking about how he's going to tackle climate
change. One of the things he says he going to do is plant more trees. Now I'm all for that because
trees give us oxygen, which I think you'll agree with me – we kind of need to survive. What BOJO
doesn't talk about is the fact that his bosses are still decimating the great rain forests. Go BOJO go!
The other thing that you'll never hear come out of these 'elite mouths' is the fact that they are
exasperating and increasing the advent of climate change through Geo-engineering (artificial
weather modification). This has been documented and is a fact!
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-watch-global-alert-news-october-16-2021323/
You always have the choice – you can continue to bury your head in the sand or you can get up to
speed with what's really going on. The situation is far worse with the environment than the elite are
telling you it is.
To those people who say that we should lose our individual identities and become part of their
collective, communal, we know best, moronic identity; I say bollocks to you. We are all ONE for
sure but we are individual aspects of the one and we each have our own individual evolution.
Everyone who has been vaccinated, did so because they decided to put their trust in the 'system'.
That was their choice and free will to do so. Only time will tell if that was a wise choice. The rest of
us also have free will to choose and we do not trust in the system and those running it. Only time
will tell if we have chosen wisely.
There is not one individual nor a collection of individuals, who own this World and can legitimately
restrict the freedoms of others. The vaccine passports are nothing short of tyranny. The inability of
any of us, to move, frequent and travel howsoever we want; is an affront to our very nature: for we
are galactic travellers currently caught up in this stupid game of 'tyranny & victimisation'.
FFS people WTFU and expose these charlatans before we all go down the tubes ~ Gary Bate.

